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ABSTRACT 

Putrajaya, being one of the most significance and distinguished city of its kind in 
Malaysia is claimed to be of a 'true and progressive7 Malaysian architectural expression. The 
architecture of Putrajaya has been drawn upon diverse influences resulting in a building that is 
uniquely 'Malaysian-Islamic' in character and universal in outlook. Above all it represents a 
fusion of the best of the past and present to create an enduring legacy for the future. Another 
administration centre of the sort, Versailles of France is an example of an architectural grandeur 
designed for an absolute monarch Louis XIV. It is resplendent as the prime example of the 
French baroque style. As with Putrajaya, Versailles is spreads with gardens and forests, added 
with immaculate parterres, great basins and orangery. This paper is therefore seeking an 
explanation on the influences and similarity (or imitation?) of both administration centre of 
Putrajaya and the Versailles. The intention is to gauge the development of Putrajaya architectural 
language in comparison to the French's Baroque particularly the city of Versailles. It is hope that 
the true characteristic is revealed. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Architect, academician and historian have long thought the issue of architecture identity. 
Research and papers are mostly done on the discourse of the Malay vernacular architecture and 
on the other side on the environmental and weather adaptation. Very few did touch on the notion 
of Malaysia as a political entity and its relation with architectural design approaches. 

In recent years, there has been a steady stream of architecture in Malaysia that refers back to 
our very own heritage and cultures. Architects, landscape architects and designers alike try to 
recover the vital underpinnings that once linked us to the past. Some manage to abstract and 
reinvigorate the vitality of vernacular elements while others merely indulge in a romantic 
peasantism. On the positive side, such approach enables architects to penetrate into the creative 
potential of traditional elements but the negative aspect is that many of them opt for a facile 
approach of imitating past forms, reducing these traditional symbols into mere signs. 

As a new administration centre of Malaysia, Putrajaya embark on the Malaysian national 
identity of architecture. While Malay and Islamic design idioms dominate the architecture of 
Putrajaya, it also incorporates classical and contemporary elements to reflect the universal 
outlook of the Malaysian psyche. 

Being the new administration centre of federal government of Malaysia, Putrajaya 
marks a new chapter in the history of modern city planning in Malaysia. It is set to be a 
model garden city with sophisticated information network base. Termed as Malaysia's first 
intelligent garden city, Putrajaya is designed to become a vital development catalyst - as the 
nerve centre of the nation and an ideal place to live and work. Lush greenery, botanical gardens 
and parks are spread across landscapes to provide a comfortable and quality lifestyle for its 
residents. 

Putrajaya is one of the important architecture, which resembles the initial approaches of 
national identity architecture. At the moment, there is no comprehensive research done on the 
design approach principles, initial ideas and discourses on the Malaysian architecture. The 
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